Fz 09 tail light

By proceeding with this purchase, I , agree to only use the product s for closed course
competition. The order's shipment destination must reside within the United States of America.
The free shipping options still utilize our standard postage providers and 3rd party shipping
companies. Does not apply to large items such as exhausts, stands, and bodywork shipping. All
terms and conditions that apply to normal orders will continue to apply to orders with a free
shipping option. An item returned within 30 days of purchase, that includes an accurate RMA ,
in a perfectly new, unopened condition, and that complies with our other return policies, will not
be charged a restocking fee. The most common product related questions are answered in the
tabs section on this page. In addition, a lot of our products have comprehensive videos
demonstrating installations and product features. You can find those videos in the "Videos" tab.
Our exclusive design features a unique lens, bright LEDs, and multiple programmable and
sequential states. The TST team worked hard to design a unique integrated tail light that
matches the design language of the bike itself, bringing the styling all the way to the tail light. If
you don't already have one installed on your bike and don't want to mess with wiring, save
yourself some time on installation and money at checkout by using the Buy Together option to
receive a special bundled discount. Please note this item is not DOT approved and may not
comply with the laws and regulations in your area. Load Balancing Resistors installation
instructions. Take Me to the Tabs! Note: Some product pages may not have all the tabs
mentioned above. Please read through all the available tabs to find the answers to your
questions. Show Desktop Site. Your cart. Cart is empty. Choose a Bike Make. Choose a Bike
Model. Choose a Bike Year. All Years. SRR SR. All years. Some exclusions apply - click for full
details. Click for Details. Select Your Bike. Couldn't find what you were looking for in the
options above? Search below. Advanced search. This site requires JavaScript to function
properly. Please enable JavaScript in your web browser. Have a Question About This Product?
SKU Weight 1. Get a notification when this item is back in stock. Make sure you have the
desired configuration above before submitting your email. Add to cart. Buy Together. Uncheck
to remove Item. Buy Together Now. Ask a question about this product. Customer Reviews:
Average customer rating:. Add your own review. Zachary Brubaker. Got the smoked lens. Very
bright, love the look of it. Best looking for the fz Advantages: Easy install! Was the above review
useful to you? I purchased the smoke finish version of this tail light and I have to say I'm overall
very pleased with the design and look of the system. It was relatively easy to install and allowed
me to delete the original pumpkin blinkers on the rear end. If I had to complain about one thing,
it'd be this - there is now about a second long delay between hitting the blinker switch and
activation of the blinkers. That's really just a slight inconvenience though. The only other thing
I'd say to be aware of, especially if you live in a heavily regulated state such as Commiefornia;
these are not DOT approved. Advantages: Purely aesthetic Disadvantages: Not technically
road-legal. Jason Yergin. Advantages: Very bright, great look, use it by itself for the clean look
or add flush mounts or pods if you want to really be seen. Super easy to instal. Mike Howell. I
bought the integrated taillight, GTR front turn signals, flasher relay and complete fender
eliminator kit for my MT Really gives the bike a sweet look. In my 45 years of riding and
modifying bikes this is the best design I have ever seen in aftermarket parts. The videos are
fantastic and made install soooo easy. Everything fits and works so well. Love the taillight
adjustment options and the adjustability of the flasher. Thanks so much for the time spent in the
design. Advantages: Really cleans up the looks getting rid of the antiquated turn signals and
rear fender. Disadvantages: Not a thing. This is how the bike should have been finished at the
factory. Five stars! Great product, very bright and easy to install. I added the TST flasher relay
and undertail closeouts to complete the install. Calculate Shipping. Sign in Register Forgot
password? Order history. TST has out done themselves this time. The Nexus design fits the
bike perfect. These lights are what Kawasaki should have done. What is even better, paint them
to match your bike's color scheme, and really stand out. Read more product reviews. Need
help? Design and development by Simetria LLC. Smoke Clear. By proceeding with this
purchase, I , agree to only use the product s for closed course competition. The order's
shipment destination must reside within the United States of America. The free shipping options
still utilize our standard postage providers and 3rd party shipping companies. Does not apply to
large items such as exhausts, stands, and bodywork shipping. All terms and conditions that
apply to normal orders will continue to apply to orders with a free shipping option. An item
returned within 30 days of purchase, that includes an accurate RMA , in a perfectly new,
unopened condition, and that complies with our other return policies, will not be charged a
restocking fee. The most common product related questions are answered in the tabs section
on this page. In addition, a lot of our products have comprehensive videos demonstrating
installations and product features. You can find those videos in the "Videos" tab. If the updated
styling doesn't catch everyone's eye on the road, the super bright LEDs will. If you don't already

have one installed on your bike and don't want to mess with wiring, save yourself some time on
installation and money at checkout by using the Buy Together option to receive a special
bundled discount. Please note this item is not DOT approved and may not comply with the laws
and regulations in your area. Load Balancing Resistors installation instructions. Take Me to the
Tabs! Note: Some product pages may not have all the tabs mentioned above. Please read
through all the available tabs to find the answers to your questions. Show Desktop Site. Your
cart. Cart is empty. Choose a Bike Make. Choose a Bike Model. Choose a Bike Year. All Years.
SRR SR. All years. Some exclusions apply - click for full details. Click for Details. Select Your
Bike. Couldn't find what you were looking for in the options above? Search below. Advanced
search. This site requires JavaScript to function properly. Please enable JavaScript in your web
browser. Have a Question About This Product? SKU Weight 1. Get a notification when this item
is back in stock. Make sure you have the desired configuration above before submitting your
email. Add to cart. Buy Together. Uncheck to remove Item. Buy Together Now. Ask a question
about this product. Customer Reviews: Average customer rating:. Add your own review. I've
been beta testing this product by TST and I have been loving it. It really cleans up the look of
the bike and completes the rear end. It is brighter than the OEM unit and gets lots of
compliments from other riders and overall just looks like it belongs on the bike. It is a solid
design with no flaws. If you're looking for an integrated tail light, you can't beat this unit when it
comes to bang for your buck. Advantages: Bright, sleek design, very usable and functional.
Was the above review useful to you? TST is by far the best company I've purchased items from.
Everything I've purchased is plug-and-play and this rear light is exceptional. So easy to install,
no headaches and fit perfectly. Every FZ owner should buy this product. Just purchased the
new integrated tail light with the fender eliminator kit and good lord what a difference! This tail
light is sleek and streamlined to match the body lines of the bike. The brightness is unreal from
this thing! Put it to you this way, the running light is the same brightness as the brake light on
the OE setup. TST has done it again with another quality build. Fast, Friendly and Competitive
pricing. William Carter. This tail light is hands down one of the best mods I've made to this bike.
Unlike other, mostly cheaper, integrated tail lights for this bike and others, you can actually SEE
the turn signals! They're clearly visible both day and night. The tail and brake lights are both
just as bright, if not brighter than the stock light. Advantages: Turn signal visibility, easy to
install, bright! Disadvantages: NONE. FZ is a great bike but the tail light never quite did it for me.
This tail light looks like it should have came that way from the factory. Love the light cleans up
the rear end of these bikes. Was impressed with the brightness of this light. Looks like the
middle of the light is clear I assume to not dim the brake light. Brake light seems a decent bit
brighter than stock and I was pleasantly surprised by how bright the turn signals were even
though i got the smoked lens. I also really like the halo look it makes with just the running light.
Along with a fender eliminator and removing the pumpkin stock tail lights, it almost looks like a
different bike. Advantages: -Brake light brighter than stock -Very easy plug and play installation
-Looks way better than stock Disadvantages: - None, Very happy with the product! Calculate
Shipping. Sign in Register Forgot password? Order history. TST has out done themselves this
time. The Nexus design fits the bike perfect. These lights are what Kawasaki should have done.
What is even better, paint them to match your bike's color scheme, and really stand out. Read
more product reviews. Need help? Design and development by Simetria LLC. Smoked Clear.
Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Note: Please check the model and year before purchasing. Multifunction tail light,
humanization design, the tail, brake, and signals are all integrated in one. Note: If you have
issues with the blinkers not working check the parking light fuse inside the right side air box.
High quality, very easy to wire up. Brake light shares the same ground wires as the blinkers, so
each blinker only needs 1 wire soldered up, and the tail light is plug and play. Skip to main
content. Consider these available items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this
item will be back in stock. Brand: Issyzone. About this item This fits your. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Customers also viewed these products. Customers who bought this item also bought. Extreme
Max Motul C1 Chain Cleaner, 9. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product Description. Integrated
LED Tail Light Multifunction tail light, humanization design, the tail, brake, and signals are all
integrated in one. High Impact PVC Plastic Note: If you have issues with the blinkers not
working check the parking light fuse inside the right side air box. Good look and clear lens
Looks just like the OEM tail light except with the smoked lens. Easy to install and easy plug
High quality, very easy to wire up. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are

ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. Translate all reviews to English. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Works very well, extremely easy to install.
Looks great as well. If you have issues with the blinkers not working check the parking light
fuse inside the right side air box. Translate review to English. Install took about 5 minutes and it
looks great, exactly the same as the old light, but integrated blinkers and awesome dark smoke
look. Love the look of this taillight on my FZ! It is nice and bright and low profile looking
because its smoked! It is easy to install and very useful. It definitely worths. Its sold as a tail
light for fz09, but they use the same part. So if you want a good cheap light, get this on. Great
for the price, looks better than in the pictures. Pretty easy install. The reason it didn't get 5 stars
is because the taillight connector fits but does not "snap" in like the OEM and you have to
figure out the blinker wiring on your own which by the way on FZ09 the Green wire is the right
and the Brown wire is the left. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: fz 09 , motorcycle tail light with turn signals , yamaha fz09 , yamaha fj parts , fz turn
signal lights , LED Motorcycle Tail Lights. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to
main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 3 hrs
and 6 mins Details. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon Sold
by nordlichter Details. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the
date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's
warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel
anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an
Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at
Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after
the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto
parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on
Amazon. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: MZS. About this item This fits your.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. Some of these items ship
sooner than the others. Show details. Sold by nordlichter and ships from Amazon Fulfillment.
FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items. Here's how
restrictions apply. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? No matter what the problem , please contact us first, we will do our best to solve
any problem for you. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Xitomer 4 PCS
M10x1. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Garbage product. No instructions on how to install for
someone who has never done it. Save your money and go else where. I now have no turn
signals and never will now thanks to not having instructions. I looked everywhere trying to find
info, instructions, videos or something to help but there wasn't anything. Make sure you have
your stock hardware! Arrived quickly, brand new in packaging. Mounts flush to my fz Stock
hrdware fit. Nice and bright, works properly as advertised. Plug and play besides the two blinker
wires that you need to connect. Absolutely worth it especially at this price. One person found

this helpful. I ordered two of these and both were defective. First once had only one half light
up. The second the brake lights worked at first then miles later it stays on. Perfect fitment. Good
quality overall, installation is very simple, it took me 40 minutes. I give it 4 stars and not 5
because the original part has more LED lights. It looks good on the bike and fits perfectly. I
didn't have any issues with the resistance, the blink is normal not fast like if there was an error.
Not safe. Not as bright as pictures make it out to be. Nice quality. Very happy with purchase and
it looks great on my bobber. Good looking tail light. Dont buy it. I had one half go out a week
after installing it and have been waiting months bow and all the seller says is they have limited
stock or any excuse to not stand by their warranty. Very disappointed. See all reviews. Page
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s with related products. See and discover other items: turn signals , Explore integrated
taillights for motorcycle. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Star Knight Motor. Yi Jia Yang.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
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